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Radionuclide imaging of subendocardial ischaemia: an insight
into coronary pathophysiology or a technical artefact?
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In the present issue of the European Journal of Nuclear
Medicine and Molecular Imaging, Sciagrà and coworkers re-
port an investigation of the mechanisms underlying a decrease
in left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction during dipyridamole-
induced coronary vasodilation in a group of patients with hy-
pertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) [1]. As a major finding,
transient LV dysfunction did not identify patients with more
severe impairment in coronary flow reserve and maximal
blood flow. Rather, it was associated with stress-induced de-
velopment of a transmural gradient in myocardial perfusion
characterized by a relative reduction in maximal flow capacity
in the subendocardial layers.

In several aspects, this study extends the notion that selec-
tive coronary vasodilation can induce myocardial ischaemia
causing true subendocardial hypoperfusion even in the ab-
sence of both changes in myocardial oxygen need and signif-
icant obstructions in major coronary arteries. Concurrently, it
confirms that the ability to delineate the transmural extent of
perfusional, metabolic or contractile impairment might be a
prerequisite for a deeper understanding of the pathophysiolog-
ical mechanisms underlying a variety of cardiac disorders.

For obvious reasons, this issue represents a specific chal-
lenge for cardiac imaging. In the setting of nuclear medicine,
many studies have actually shown a relative subendocardial
underperfusion under different physiological conditions.
However, an accurate description of transmural flow distribu-
tion is still challenging for virtually all imaging modalities
because cardiac contraction cyclically modifies the shape
and thickness of the LVmyocardiumwhile respiratory activity
periodically shifts the heart position throughout the time need-
ed to measure myocardial tracer concentration. Below, we
briefly discuss how these basic features of cardiac physiology
affect radionuclide imaging of transmural perfusion gradient.

Pathophysiology of transmural perfusion gradient

Since the early 1970s, a large literature has documented the
non-uniform distribution of blood flow across the LV wall [2,
3]. With respect to the subepicardium, the subendocardial
layers are more vulnerable to ischaemia regardless of its path-
ophysiological mechanism, i.e. a sudden primary reduction in
blood flow or an inadequate flow response to an increase in
oxygen demand. In both experimental models and patients,
the necrotic area associated with acute myocardial infarction
damage is usually larger in the subendocardium [2] while
exercise induced ischaemia is indicated by ST segment de-
pression on exercise ECG [4].

Although some studies have shown a relatively higher ox-
ygen need in the inner myocardial layers [2], current models
explain the enhanced susceptibility in the endocardium as the
result of compression by extravascular forces. This interpreta-
tion predicts that LV and intramyocardial pressures can col-
lapse the inner capillaries and venules during systole and early
diastole. According to the so-called Bwaterfall mechanism^
[5], this compression stops local blood flow until the vessel
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reopens. Under physiological conditions, the flow debt caused
by this transient occlusion is recovered in later diastolic phases
despite the lower input pressure at this stage. However, con-
ditions such as myocardial hypertrophy that enhance the ex-
travascular compressive forces and simultaneously decrease
microvessel density can markedly impair this flow repayment.
Similarly, relative subendocardial hypoperfusion can occur
when input pressure is markedly decreased by aortic regurgi-
tation. Finally, this physiological mechanism is markedly
hampered in coronary artery disease [6]. According to
Poiseuille’s law, any arterial stenosis imposes a pressure gra-
dient that is directly proportional to flow. This physical prop-
erty threatens subendocardial perfusion since it transiently in-
creases flow need and thus pressure drop in late diastole when
coronary pressure is at its lowest [2, 6].

These considerations explain why selective coronary vaso-
dilation by dipyridamole can paradoxically induce myocardial
ischaemia virtually without affecting myocardial oxygen de-
mand. This phenomenon is a common observation in cardiac
imaging laboratories when a severe reversible perfusion defect
is accompanied by transient ST segment depression or is
followed by transient regional dysfunction as a sign of
postischaemic stunning. Under this condition, the marked
drop in distal coronary pressure caused by pharmacological
vasodilation is not counterbalanced by the increase in aortic
pressure that usually accompanies exercise. This combination
prolongs the duration of cyclic collapse in the endocardial
microvasculature diverting blood flow to the Bless-
compressed^ subepicardial vessels, a process called
Btransmural steal^ [7], i.e. the simultaneous coexistence of
ischaemia in the subendocardium with luxury perfusion in
the adjacent subepicardium.

Radionuclide imaging of transmural perfusion
gradient

Radionuclide techniques are so far the gold standard method
for estimating specific myocardial blood flow (i.e. the flow per
unit mass of myocardium). As a surrogate in the clinical set-
ting, specific myocardial blood flow is most often evaluated
by determining the flow distribution throughout the LV walls
with 99mTc-labelled tracers. Nevertheless, despite their broad
utilization, the spatial resolution of most SPECT approaches
has so far prevented the accurate measurement of transmural
flow gradient. In contrast, the nominal spatial resolution of
most PET scanners (4–5 mm) apparently seems to be suited
to this purpose in normal walls (averaging 9–10 mm in end-
diastole). However, this parameter defines the so-called Bfull-
width at half-maximum^ (FWHM), which implies that radio-
activity concentration at any given point in space can only be
correctly measured when the source diameter is larger than
twice the FWHM. As a consequence, correctly estimating true

counts in the outer and inner myocardial layers requires wall
thicknesses close to 16–20 mm.

In agreement with this concept, the first studies testing
transmural perfusion gradient most intensively investigated
severe LV hypertrophy and HCM [8]. Subsequently, improve-
ments in scanner technology allowed this evaluation to be
extended to nonhypertrophic myocardium both in animal ex-
periments and in patients. Overall, the available literature con-
firms the hypothesis that myocardial blood flow is homoge-
neously distributed in the different myocardial layers under
resting conditions while a relative subendocardial
underperfusion can occur in the presence of vasodilation in-
duced by pharmacological interventions. This behaviour has
been documented in HCM [8, 9], in aortic stenosis [10], in
hypertension [11], in coronary artery disease [12] and, para-
doxically, in normal human subjects [13]. Overall (with the
exception of normal subjects), the literature agrees with the
theoretical models of coronary physiology, explains the occur-
rence of ischaemia in HCM, and seems to confirm a signifi-
cant advantage for PET in myocardial perfusion imaging.
However, although the accuracy of PET in measuring blood
flow in different LV wall layers has been experimentally doc-
umented [14], its ability to accurately measure transmural per-
fusion gradient has not been fully validated.

The introduction of labelled microspheres led to an under-
standing of the relevance of transmural flow gradient and its
underlying mechanisms [15]. With a few exceptions [16], this
technique has been limited to the experimental setting and
almost always involves ex-vivo counting, without any limita-
tion in sample size. Nevertheless, imaging myocardial perfu-
sion in living humans has to address the need for an appropri-
ate dosimetry with the unavoidable interference of the cardiac
cycle and thus of periodical changes in ventricular volume and
wall thickness. Both factors have profound implications and
have to be accurately considered to correctly interpret indexes
of transmural distribution of blood flow.

Transmural perfusion gradient in thickening
and moving myocardium with diffusible tracers

Overall, the studies discussed above have shown a
subendocardial/subepicardial flow ratio in the range 0.8–
1.2, i.e. not far from 1. Identifying such subtle differences
requires an accurate estimation of relative flow values.
This requirement has different implications according to
the tracer used and the kinetic model adopted in any spe-
cific study.

Due to its almost optimal kinetic features, many studies of
absolute myocardial blood flow and transmural flow gradient
have been performed using 15O-H2O. From the imaging point
of view, this tracer, however, displays several peculiarities.
First, the positron emission of 15O is characterized by a
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positron range in water almost 50%wider than that of the most
commonly used 18F that further increases the uncertainty in
spatial identification of positron emission [17]. Second, as
does every diffusible tracer, water disperses within the myo-
cardial tissue and is washed from it according to the ratio
between flow and the perfused tissue. As a consequence, im-
ages can only be obtained by the set-up of parametric maps
representing calculated blood flow and perfusable tissue frac-
tion in each voxel. This computational algorithm processes
series of frames lasting 5–30 s. In practice, the time needed
for this process does not hamper the evaluation of arterial
input function. However, it is always longer than a single
cardiac cycle. As an inevitable consequence, in any given
frame the radioactivity measured in all voxels of the apparent
inner LV myocardial border will include an indistinguishable
contribution from the tracer content in the endocardium and
LV cavity. In other words, the shape of the curve measured in
the inner LV wall will inevitably include a mixed and insepa-
rable contribution of tracer concentration from the arterial
blood (in diastole) and the LV wall (in systole). This con-
founding effect is obviously reversed in the outer borders of
the LV image, with the subepicardium being mostly represent-
ed in diastole and the pericardial (mediastinal) space in systo-
le. This double interference is thus opposite in phase and only
modestly hampers the measurement of transmural myocardial
blood flow. However, its potential contribution can become
particularly relevant in the evaluation of transmural flow gradi-
ent that can be markedly affected by the criteria used to define
the limits of the apparent myocardial wall. Finally, this task is
further threatened by the notion that the amount of tissue even-
tually reached by perfusion can markedly change in response to
changes in perfusion pressure, thus limiting the adherence of
specific blood flow with the actual flow need [18].

Transmural perfusion gradient in thickening
and moving myocardium with deposit tracers

Differently from water, deposit tracers such as 13N-ammonia
[8], 82Rb [19] and 18F-flurpiridaz [20] are characterized by a
relatively stable bond with the reached cardiomyocytes and by
a washout rate slow enough not to interfere with imaging.
Overall, this kinetic feature indicates that tracer uptake is a
function of local blood flow that can be estimated by dedicat-
ed compartmental models able to describe the rate constant of
tracer exchange between arterial blood and tissue during the
first minutes after tracer injection. As a consequence, time–
concentration curve in the different myocardial layers is obvi-
ously affected by cyclic cardiac movement without significant
differences with respect to the analysis of water kinetics.

On theoretical grounds, the use of 13N-ammonia might
overcome this limitation. Differently from compartmental
analysis, the so-called Bfist-pass extraction^method [21] does

not process the entire tracer concentration curve within the
myocardial tissue. Rather, it stochastically estimates myocar-
dial blood flow by normalizing late myocardial tracer concen-
tration to the integral of estimated arterial input function. In
many aspects, this approach thus combines the advantages
offered by PET detection and the user-friendly procedure
commonly used with 99mTc labelled perfusion tracers permit-
ting a delay in imaging when baseline haemodynamics is re-
stored. Nevertheless, despite the high resolution and the opti-
mal counting statistics, the analysis of the transmural gradient
in these perfusion images remains flawed by the interference
of cardiac contraction, for the following reasons.

Regardless of the isotope used, myocardial perfusion im-
aging involves the measurement of the gamma emission rate.
In other words, signal intensity (the index of myocardial blood
flow) is the number of recorded photons. Assimilating this
procedure to photography, the intensity of reproduced light
represents the product of the photon emission rate and the time
used for its recording. The diagram shown in Fig. 1 illustrates
this concept. Using the same exposure time (1 s) the lights of a
standing car appear markedly brighter than the nearby street
lamp (Fig. 1a). The difference is reduced if the car moves
slowly (Fig. 1b) and is inverted at high speed (Fig. 1c). This
phenomenon occurs simply because interaction between pho-
tons emitted by the car lights and any given point on the
photographic film (or matrix) is inversely correlated with the
car speed while the photons emitted by the standing lamp will
hit the same film Bpixel^ for the whole exposure time.

Extending this daily experience to the technical aspects of
myocardial perfusion imaging, one should bear in mind that
heart rate and cardiac function are different in different pa-
tients or in the same patient under different pathophysiological
conditions. These differences apply to both harmonic param-
eters of cyclic cardiac contraction: phase and amplitude. In the
absence of arrhythmias, phase variability is related to the basic
concept of cardiac physiology in which systolic time is con-
sidered to be relatively fixed. By contrast, increases in heart
rate shorten the time available for diastole and the shape of its
curve, mostly by prolonging the duration of the last phase
when LV volume is close to its maximal value. As a conse-
quence, the appearance of the LV provided by an acquisition
of 5–10 min is dependent upon heart rate. To explain this
concept, Fig. 2 is a schematic representation of the short axis
of a LV with the same end-diastolic diameter and without any
transmural perfusion gradient. Figure 2a shows the eight
frames acquired throughout an R-R interval at a heart rate of
90 bpm. Under these conditions the T wave and end-systole
occur roughly in the middle of the sequence (i.e. between
frame 4 and 5). Apparent flow distribution in the ungated
image will be relatively homogeneous, although with slightly
higher values in the endocardial layer due to the interference
of partial volume effect and systolic wall thickening that in-
crease the recovery coefficient during systole [22]. Figure 2b
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shows the profoundly different pattern observed for the same
heart at a heart rate of 45 bpm. Under these conditions, the
prolonged duration of late diastole increases the recovered
counts in the outer LV border, apparently reversing the flow
distribution in favour of the subepicardial layers.

An even more obvious shift is apparent when bradycardia
is associated with a significant impairment in contractile

function. Under these conditions, the effects of a long late
diastole are enhanced by the loss of relative endocardial over-
estimation due to the reduction in wall motion and, mostly, in
wall thickening. This combination inevitably results in a
marked underestimation of blood flow in the inner LV layers,
as shown in Fig. 2c. Since myocardial dysfunction can be
either chronic or transient, the contribution of this technical

LVEF: 55%
HR 90: bpm

Endo/epi: 1.05

LVEF: 55%
HR 45: bpm

Endo/epi: 0.94

LVEF: 35%
HR 45: bpm

Endo/epi: 0.74

A

B

C

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the short axis of a left ventricle with
the same end-diastolic diameter and without any transmural perfusion
gradient. a The eight frames acquired throughout an R-R interval at a
heart rate of 90 bpm. The apparent flow distribution in the ungated
image will be relatively homogeneous although with slightly higher
values in the endocardial layer due to the interference of the partial
volume effect and systolic wall thickening that increase the recovery
coefficient during systole. b A profoundly different pattern is observed
for the same heart at a heart rate of 45 bpm. Under these conditions, the

prolonged duration of late diastole increases the recovered counts in the
outer LV border, apparently reversing the flow distribution in favour of
the subepicardial layers. c An even more obvious shift is apparent when
bradycardia is associated with a significant impairment in contractile
function. Under these conditions, the effects of a long late diastole are
enhanced by the loss of relative endocardial overestimation due to the
reduction in wall motion and, mostly, in wall thickening. This
combination inevitably results in a marked underestimation of blood
flow in the inner LV layers

Car standing
Exposure time 1 second

Car speed 30 Km/h
Exposure time 1 second

Car speed 90 Km/h
Exposure time 1 second

A B C

Fig. 1 Intensity of reproduced light, photon emission rate and time of
recording. Using the same exposure time (1 s) the lights of a standing car
appear markedly brighter than the nearby street lamp (a). The difference
is reduced if the car moves slowly (b) and is inverted at high speed (c).

This phenomenon occurs because interaction between photons emitted by
the car lights and any given point on the photographic film (or matrix) is
inversely correlated with the car speed while the photons emitted by the
standing lamp will hit the same film Bpixel^ for the whole exposure time
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pitfall to the apparent subepicardial shift of blood flow should
be carefully considered during transient ischaemia or transient
dysfunction whatever the cause.

Conclusions

The harmonic nature of heart function inevitably implies a
significant difference in flow regulation throughout the differ-
ent LV myocardial layers. The ability to recognize the in-
creased susceptibility of the subendocardial layers might sure-
ly enhance the accuracy of methods focused on the detection
of ischaemia. Radionuclide methods have this potential.
However, the combination of limited spatial resolution and
the need for adequate counting statistics are still difficult chal-
lenges. In this regard, the possibility to depict LVwall position
during the cardiac cycle might be a major step forward. ECG
gatingmight be at least a partial solution to this problem due to
its ability to describe the position and thickness of the LV wall
in the different systolic and diastolic phases. However, ECG
gating during the phase of tracer exchange between blood and
tissue is extremely difficult. Verifying the performance of this
Bstroboscopic^ synchronization in the analysis of late steady-
state images would surely represent a first step in the right
direction.
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